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Trip
Capri & Amalfi Coast

3

�uggestions

for an unforgettable �ourney

We represent unique, extraordinary
independent and privately-owned boutique
hotels, villas and yachts in Italy. To promote
the hotels we represent we take pride in
creating travel suggestions and itineraries,
where our local knowledge meets the needs
and interests of travel advisors and clients.
Make this your very own tale of discovery
along this unique peninsula, whether
your primary concern is art, architecture,
archaeology or even fine dining and
shopping.

Our goal is to introduce travel advisors
to new products and act as a primary
resource for information and assistance
ensuring they receive all the support
they need in real time. Having a “sample
itinerary” connecting the properties gives
something more solid and potentially
concrete to promote, rather than a mere
collection of hotels.

Extraordinary hotels, whose credo is
painstaking attention to details, excellence
throughout, and whose experience is one
you will treasure at length. Light varying a
thousand times in a day, sensational dawns
and sunsets, ever-changing hues, the lull
of the waves by the shore, a star-studded
sky, savouring an outstanding meal:
you will simply ask for more.

Welcome to our world

Trip 3

3 days mini cruise Capri & Amalfi Coast
day 1 / embark from 10 am in Naples (Marina di Stabia)
Capri tour of the island - overnight stay at Capri Marina
day 2 / Nerano / Positano / Amalfi
tour - overnight stay at Amalfi Marina
day 3 / Amalfi / Li Galli / Baia di Sorrento
tour - disembarkation in Naples by 6 pm

Season
From April to the end of October
To make the experience even richer, every itinerary
can be designed by Capri on Board to the last detail.
Every visit, every lunch and dinner, every overnight stay
and every transfer is carefully selected to be part
of a story, your story.

ROMA

NAPOLI

Capri &
Costiera Amalfitana
Capri on Board / Capri
Private yacht, transfers,
daily excursions, mini cruises
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NAPOLI
Marina di Stabia

ISCHIA

RAVELLO
AMALFI
SORRENTO

POSITANO

day 1 - embark from 10 am in Naples (Marina di Stabia) or SORRENTO
Capri - tour of the island - overnight stay at Capri Marina
NERANO
LI GALLI

day 2 - Nerano / Positano / Amalfi
tour - overnight stay at Amalfi Marina
GROTTA AZZURRA

day 3 - Amalfi / Li Galli / Baia di Sorrento

CAPRI

tour - disembarkation in Naples by 6 pm
FARO DI PUNTA CARENA

GROTTA
VERDE

GROTTA BIANCA
& GROTTA ROSSA
FARAGLIONI

CAPRI

day 1 / Capri
Sailing aboard a luxury yacht towards magnificent destinations fills with emotions and delight, greatly enhanced
when you can admire the soft lights of a dreamy sunset while sipping a glass of delicious wine.
Contemplate the evocative Faraglioni when the crowds have gone and you have the place to yourself, listen to the sweet
lull of the water and take in the surrounding beauty. Our Acquamarine mini cruise reveals the secrets of this emerald
splendour, taking you along the natural wonders of its splendid grottoes, followed by lunch in an exclusive Beach Club,
then admiring the enticing Lighthouse. Discover the villas that made Capri famous, like historic Villa Jovis,
seducing Villa Lysis, eclectic Villa San Michele in Anacrapri and iconic Villa Malaparte, only visible from the sea.
Once back at Capri Marina, after a memorable sundowner, a delicious dinner will be arranged for you at a restaurant in
the famous Piazzetta, reached by a private taxi. Enjoy the night on board our luxury yacht, lulled by the waves rolling in.
Surely, this is the stuff dreams are made of.

I FARAGLIONI

AMALFI

day 2
/ Nerano / Positano / Amalfi
After a night aboard our luxury yacht, let our staff
spoil you with a rich breakfast, then head to
the exceptional Blue Grotto, admired the world over.
You will be amazed at what power nature reveals.
Carry on towards the Costiera Amalfitana, in a journey
of discovery that brings out the best surprises along this
glitzy corner of southern Italy: explore pretty Nerano and
have lunch in a superb restaurant on a stilt house.
It won’t be hard to find a famous person paying a visit to these
local treasures, probably trying to guess the ingredients of secret,
tasty recipes. Carry on towards Positano and its pastel-coloured houses
nestled on a hill above the sea, then be struck by Amalfi and its mighty
naval past, along with typical local, precious artefacts. Overnight is at
delightful Amalfi Marina, after a sumptuous dinner in a typical restaurant
in town, with a private transfer directly from your yacht.

NERANO

POSITANO

SORRENTO

EMERALD GROTTO

day 3
/ Amalfi / Li Galli / Sorrento Bay
Wake up to the sound of the water lulling your dreams, then enjoy a sumptuous
breakfast with view of pretty Amalfi. Visit the captivating Emerald Grotto then head
to Li Galli, the inaccessible Siranuse Islands that capture with their azure waters,
where swimming is a joy. Enjoy lunch in one of the many restaurants by the
LI GALLI

sea. A Grand-Tour stop, Sorrento is the gateway to the Amalfi Coast and has
welcomed everyone from Byron to Goethe, Ibsen to Dickens, who all fell for
its charm.
You will disembark by 6 pm, taking in all the beauty of this fabulous
stretch of coast, best admired from the sea. This is a journey of the soul
that will leave lasting memories.

ANACAPRI - VILLA SAN MICHELE

Not to be missed
Blue, Green, Red and White Grottoes • World famous Blue Grotto • The Statua
dello Scugnizzo • Tiberius’ “jump” • The Natural Arch • Villa Malaparte from the sea
• The Bay of Marina Piccola in Capri • Punta Carena Lighthouse • The Faraglioni
• Villa San Michele, Villa Jovis, Villa Lysis in Anacapri • Praiano and the Emerald grotto
• Furore gorge • Explore the Valle di Mulini and the Arsenal in Amalfi
• Visit striking Amalfi Cathedral • A visit to Carthusia in Capri

Buon appetito!
• Da Paolino, Aurora, Beach Club Il Riccio, La Fontalina / Capri
• Ristorante e Beach Club Conca del Sogno / Nerano

Food ectstatic
• Spaghetti alla Nerano • Ravioli alla caprese • Torta caprese
• Delizia al limone • Limoncello • Liquore al finocchietto

Wine
• Aglianico • Greco di Tufo • Fiano di Avellino
• Falanghina del Sannio
BLUE GROTTO

CAPRI ON B OAR D

�reams

on board
Luxury, elegance, leisure: Capri On Board is all this and more.
A Yacht Management Company specialising in yachting, sea
transportation and logistics, they embody luxury travel and lifestyle.
They own and manage yachts and luxury boats, organising
exclusive services in and around Capri, the Amalfi Coast and
the Sorrento Peninsula.
• Private transfers
• Daily excursions
• Mini cruises
• Yacht charter
Dedicated to excellence, they serve their clients with passion
and impeccable attention to detail, covering all aspects
of your holiday, from contractual issues to ad-hoc itineraries
for a fairy-tale, luxury holiday.

D OLOMITES &
LA K E GAR D A

Fancy continuing your trip?
Here you are with four suggestions off the beaten path.
Welcome to the lands of dreams.
trip 1

trip 2

trip 4

trip 5

10 days / from Lake Maggiore to Naples
7 days / Dolomites & Lake Garda
4 days / Sardinia
3 days / Pantelleria

pa n t e l l e r i a

SAR D INIA

FROM LA K E MAGGIORE TO NAPLES
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DolomitES
Alpina Dolomites / Alpe di Siusi
Gardena Grödnerhof  / Ortisei / Val Gardena
Ciasa Salares / San Cassiano / Alta Badia

LAKE Maggiore
Isole Borromee Experiences / Stresa
New apartaments on Isola Bella / Stresa
BOLZANO

MILANO
VENEZIA
TORINO

PIEDMONT
Nordelaia Boutique Hotel / Cremolino

LAKE GARDA
Grand Hotel Fasano / Gardone

FIRENZE

TUSCANY
Il Bottaccio Boutique Art Hotel / Montignoso / Massa Carrara

ROMA

SARDINIA
L’Ea Bianca Luxury Resort & Villas / Baia Sardinia

Campania
Atelier Inés / Napoli

Su Gologone Experience Hotel / Oliena

NAPOLI

CAGLIARI

Unique, extraordinary hotels
where guests become friends and
are enticed with the most astonishing
experiences, family traditions are held
in high regards and the natural world
takes the leading role.

Pantelleria / Sicilia
Sikelia Luxury Retreat / Pantelleria

Capri & Costiera Amalfitana
Capri on Board / Capri
Private yacht, transfers,
daily excursions, mini cruises

design: blugraphicdesign.com

1° strada, 25 20090 Segrate (Milano)
mobile: +39 335 7079079

marketing@claudiadarin.it

Italy
www.claudiadarin.it

